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TEATIME COMPANY IS A BLEND OF DANCE AND CIRCUS.
IT IS THE HIVE MIND OF CREATORS HANNAH ROGERSON, BAVO DE SMEDT AND PIETER VISSER.
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Our vision is to blur the boundaries between our disciplines
(Chinese Pole, Dance, Juggling) in order to create one
clear movement language.

Our aim is to communicate in a pure, honest and relatable
way.
We believe strongly in connections, patterns and the
appearance of simplicity.

Our performances come from deep in our core and are
expressed through lightness, humor and intricacy.

We hope to draw the audience in to later leave them
thinking about the content.
Accessible and enjoyable for all ages, TeaTime hopes to
create empathy by sharing the world through our eyes.

TEATIME COMPANY
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THE
LINEAR
TEAM
PERFORMERS
Bavo De Smedt
Hannah Rogerson
Pieter Visser

OUTSIDE EYES

Pia Meuthen
Foucauld Falguerolles
Darragh McLoughlin
MUSIC
Julian Vogel
LIGHTS
Wout Hoste
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LINEAR
Inside the lines, outside the box and around the clock.
Our brains are constantly adapting and shifting from
thought to thought. Is this a linear process? Do the
thoughts have ends and beginnings? Or does each
thought contribute to the next? Are we living in lines
or in circles?
In a light-hearted, curious way TeaTime attempts to
give you the time to mull over these ideas. Is life a line
or a circle? Is each breath a journey or a cycle? Is time
ticking or turning? Is the world heading towards the
end of the line or recreating itself into something new?
Using 20 straight lines and the medium of
contemporary dance and circus TeaTime hope to
engage the audience in this wordless debate.
Accessible, open, playful and thoughtful LINEAR
wonders; what do you think?
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Year of Creation 2019
Duration
Performance Space

+- 50 min
Minimum Circle with diameter of 6m

Space incl. audience

Minimum circle with diameter of 10m.

Height

Minimum 5,5m

Times per day

Maximum two times per day with at least
1h break Inbetween each performance.

Location

-This show was created for indoor venues.
- Optimum Marley stage floor on a flat
surface.
- A clearly marked out space is necessary.

Set-Up / Breakdown
Before the first show, a full day in the space is
necessary for set-up, lights and rehearsal time. The
space and anchor-points need to be checked first.
Then the light designer can focus and hang lights
while the Chinese pole will be rigged. After this, the
music can be tested and the artists can do a full
technical run. The artists need time to warm up at
least 45min before the show starts. Breakdown time
will not take more then 45min.

Audience
Created for 360 degree audience. Optimal
situation is when there are seats like benches for
the audience. This creates the perfect situation for
the performance. The distance between audience
and the stage can't be more than 1m.
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Chinese

Pole

- The Chinese Pole has a height of 4m 80.
- The pole consists of three steel tubes covered with rubber (for the artists grip).
These tubes slide over each other together with a head and a foot. We put the
pole straight up (vertical) on the floor so one person can hold and balance the
pole. By three ore four steel cables (attached on the top of the pole) and ratchets
(attached on the anchor-points and the steel cables) we give force downwards
to the floor so the pole can stand on its own.
- The cables of the pole can be fixed on
three or four anchor-points. These
points can be on the floor or in on the
wall. In case of anchor-points on the
wall, they can’t be higher than 2m
above the floor. These points must have
a WLL of 400kg each. An anchor- point
can be a hook in the floor,
pallet full of weights, water tanks, part
of the building.

- The minimum distance between the pole and one anchor-point needs to be 6m
and max 10m. Also the distance between each anchor-point needs to be as equal
as possible towards the other one.

- The anchor points needs to be arranged by the festival or theater. All the other
rigging will be provided by the company. Of course we like to think together with
the theater what the anchor-points can be and look for the best solution.
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Floor Plan of the Stage

Light

Sound

TeaTime company will bring their own light and
sound technician to the venue. Our light plan will
be sent to the theater prior to booking.
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www.teatime-company.com
info@teatime-company.com
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